Daily Language Activities
Daily Language Activities

DAY 1
i caught a cold. I had to stay home from school on Tuesday. I missed Vocabulary Day at school.

DAY 2
Tomorrow we are going on our tenth field trip. Bring your permission slips and bus money to school? don’t forget.

DAY 3
We are going to have a Vocabulary Bee today? I’ll choose some tuff words. Who would like to go first?

DAY 4
Why is everyone laffing! my shirt was on backwards. I was embarrassed?

DAY 5
I sat on my kot and stared at the floor. I thought about the parade. What kind of costume could I make?
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DAY 1
marty preston may be in trouble  he took in a runaway dog it was hurt

DAY 2
Marty calls the dog Shiloh  his parents like the dog. But they know that their son cannot keep it

DAY 3
Many young people look for summer jobs. To make extra money. What kind of job would you like to have

DAY 4
Animals in shelters. They are in need of our help  we should give it

DAY 5
The woods are always changing, every season is interesting. Some people only like spring not me. Winter also.
**Daily Language Activities**

**DAY 1**  
Please open your books to page 25. The monument was built in 1948. The war ended in 1948.

**DAY 2**  
Americans have holidays and they honor important people. Some people celebrate the Fourth of July with parades. Others go on picnics!

**DAY 3**  
The Fourth of July is a special day. We have a family party and play games and go to the carnival.

**DAY 4**  
Mandy looked in the handbook. She found bamboo. Everyone wanted to view the pictures.

**DAY 5**  
Selena found one flower. Marcus found three. Tricia found poison ivy, she didn't touch it. James found a plum.
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**DAY 1**
Joe Millie and I went to the beach. We went there. Because it was time for the celebration.

**DAY 2**
We practiced throwing the ball. Because the balcony was high up on the building.

**DAY 3**
dear Grandma: I dreamed about going to the fair, while I was in school today. I have always wanted to go on the rides. sincerely Juanita

**DAY 4**
We learn about tradition. When we talk to older folks. We walk backwards into the water. Because people have been doing to for years and years.

**DAY 5**
April 18 2005 Dear Diary, I made a new friend today. I think we will be good friends, because we like the same things. Yours truly, Ana
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**DAY 1**
The kings army controls Boston Harbor in 177 The colonist’s agree to stick together, the troops take over the town.

**DAY 2**
More soldiers fill the streets of Boston people call them “lobster backs.” They wear Red coats the color catches our attention

**DAY 3**
on the way to school. henry makes a decision, he approaches General Gage.

**DAY 4**
Henry asks permission to sled, General Gage decides he may. The men move their tents. For the children.

**DAY 5**
Henry wishes his ride would never end, his Brothers and Sister have fun, too.
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DAY 1
marty smith may be in trouble he took in a runaway dog it was hurt.

DAY 2
Marty calls the Dog pilot. His Parents like the dog, but they know that their Son cannot keep it.

DAY 3
This Summer our good friends the everlys are going to take a Camping Trip to yosemite National park.

DAY 4
Mary beth travers was just chosen prom Queen that is this Year’s most important Social Event!

DAY 5
My Dad likes to go Bowling every week at remson’s bowling arena just Three Miles away in riverlake county.
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**DAY 1**
Rattlesnakes use their tails to warn People to stay away.

**DAY 2**
Rattlesnakes have thick bodys, wide heads, cat-like eys, and long fangses.

**DAY 3**
Rattlers can be found in states like Califo., N Mexico, and Colorado. They shed their skins several times a yr.

**DAY 4**
Wedns, Dece. 31, 2005 dear dr Carlos, My friendies and I are enjoying our holidays. We saw two rattlesnakes. your friend, Russell

**DAY 5**
Red-tailed hawkes and king snakies eat rattlesnakes.
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DAY 1
my family made home movies. My brothers and i watch Grandmas films in one video, people are riding School buses.

DAY 2
Technicians are the real heros of the show, they run the cameras, they also time everything that happens.

DAY 3
The set at news station wkng was about four foot wide, their announcers talked about wolifes.

DAY 4
I thought the little elves were amuzing. And they were fasinated by the pianoes.

DAY 5
Put the books on the shelves. The information on mouses and mooses is in those books.
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DAY 1
Davy Crockett's legend started long ago, he was a famous mountain man.

DAY 2
Halleys comet was coming toward America, and all of the fifty state's citizens were afraid.

DAY 3
My class' enthusiasm for Davy is great. He's one of the great hero's.

DAY 4
The President's call was urgent. Davy Crockett's bear Death Hug helped him reach the President fast.

DAY 5
Lightning and fire shot out of the comet's eye's.
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DAY 1
Bobs’ job is to find a herd of wild horses and lead them to his camps’ corral. The wild horse’s home is on the open plain.

DAY 2
Jens study of the hoofprint’s tells her that the wild horse’s are nearby. She must gain the wild herds trust.

DAY 3
The rain’s force Marc to find shelter from the wind’s. Soon the suns ray’s dry the land.

DAY 4
The scene in which the mares young colt dies could be in a movie called The Dangerous West.

DAY 5
Erins and Matts’ patience pay off. Their parent’s finally let them get a puppy.
**Daily Language Activities**

**DAY 1**
The treasurer assistant controls the money. The member’s agree to pay their dues. The club spend less money.

**DAY 2**
More people fills the store each day. The store manager decide to rise prices.

**DAY 3**
The children goes to see the play. On the way to the play, Henry tell a story. We listens

**DAY 4**
The teacher ask if we know any tales. She pose some questions about folktales. Then, she sats aside time for reading.

**DAY 5**
Henry wish the play would never end. He laugh at the funny lines. The teacher promise to shows another play.
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DAY 1
Alexi think the Golden Mare he meet in the woods was wonderful.

DAY 2
Since he was a boy, Alexi wants to be a huntsman. He tries to get work, and he found it with the Tsar.

DAY 3
When the Tsar told Alexi to cage the Firebird, Alexi disagrees. Alexi hates the idea of the bird in a cage. Still, he does what the Tsar asked.

DAY 4
In the end, the Tsar becomes too greedy, and Princess Yelena was able to trick him. Alexi helps her when he stepped into the cauldron.

DAY 5
As a result, Alexi is chosen as the Tsar, and Princess Yelena marries him. A man predicted, “They lived happily ever after.”
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DAY 1
my family is going to the kennedy space. Center we could meet an astronaut heather. Has seen a space shuttle launch.

DAY 2
The center located in Florida. The Ruiz family, visit the centre this fall. When they arrive?

DAY 3
We cant go to the launch site and we wont see the astronauts. my sister go to the site

DAY 4
Look, the space shuttle rests on a hiltop you hear the enjins roar?

DAY 5
Arent the concreet sidewalks nice. The districk have finished them. They improoving the fareground.
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DAY 1
The whole town are at the rodeo. The tradition appear old.

DAY 2
If a horse seem too old. Another horse do the fancy work.

DAY 3
The first contest begin, the crowd look concerned. Eddie, the rider, thought “I can do this.”

DAY 4
After he won the race, Eddie appear happy. “The old ways is not lost” said the mayor to Eddie. Eddie say “The rodeo were part of our culture forever.”

DAY 5
The food taste great, the air felt warm. Everyone seem happy. Eddie exclaim “I can’t wait for next year!”
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DAY 1
Sam seem angry. His brother Jake were a pest. Jake begin to cry.

DAY 2
After their mother leaved, the sisters fighted some more. Then Danielle runned out.

DAY 3
Max had saw an interesting box on the ground. “Someone must have brought this here and forgetted it,” he said.

DAY 4
The boys brought the game home. They doed not read the directions. If they had knowed better, they would not have began playing the game.

DAY 5
Wendy thinked she saw the balloon floatened to the ceiling. Danny keeped it from drifting away by tying it to the sofa.
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**DAY 1**
Before Tricia took the bus into town, Tricia asked her grandmother if Tricia could go.

**DAY 2**
Toni was excited because her was going to ride the bus alone. Toni took some coins and dropped it in the fare box. Then he sat down.

**DAY 3**
Jim told Ann that her should not let the signs upset him. Ann tried not to think about they anymore. Instead him walked up the street.

**DAY 4**
Her was embarrassed when the man at the hotel sent she away. In a nearby garden, an older woman gave them some advice.

**DAY 5**
As Jan climbed the library steps, they said to herself, “Finally, a place to rest.” Now her had found a place where it could relax.
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**DAY 1**
Cullen and Jenni were friends. They grew up together. One day, him and her decided to go on a hike.

**DAY 2**
Where is the map what is for the park. Him and I are better at following maps than anyone.

**DAY 3**
Everyone should bring their bug spray. Which is very useful in hot weather.

**DAY 4**
You can give those tents to the new campers, Jenni and I. Cullen and him will use these.

**DAY 5**
The new campers and us older ones love this park. Cullen and them will come back each year.
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**DAY 1**
I see the aquarium, it is by the lake? Would you like to go with Gena and I.

**DAY 2**
I likes swimming very much before George see the lake he. Know where it is from science class.

**DAY 3**
On mondays we has Spelling Tests. they knows all the words can we ever win.

**DAY 4**
I excuze the students to go to mr Jones. They studies his subjet enough, they gives the right answer.

**DAY 5**
She conduct the meeting very well, Everyone are proud of her.
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DAY 1
Mine favorite subject is hurricanes. Them interest I because me like science.

DAY 2
Ours vacation was nearly ruined when the plane was late. It wings needed deicing.

DAY 3
A friend of my remembered how Hurricane Andrew left it mark in Florida.

DAY 4
That radio of your can help you and yours family in an emergency. I bought batteries for ours radio.

DAY 5
Hurricane warnings show how well ours technology works. Fewer people have lost theirs lives thanks to warnings.
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DAY 1
A friend of my is a storyteller. He told him tales to the children at school. They’re eyes were shining with excitement.

DAY 2
What do you do when you’re stomach is growling? You look at others and think that their going to have dinner and your not.

DAY 3
Ernie says, “Your crazy if you try to cross. Give me you’re baskets and cloth.”

DAY 4
Your probably thinking that the fisher is a thief. Its true but others will have there revenge. On they’re way home, they discover the fisher’s lie.

DAY 5
The basketmaker, the weaver, and the baker decide that their angry at the fisher. “Its a terrible thing to fool you’re neighbors,” they think. So, they put they’re heads together and make a plan.
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**DAY 1**
Caught in the Frozen sea, the crew watched their ship break under the strain.

**DAY 2**
The weather unpredictable can be and is difficult forecast to.

**DAY 3**
By October is late, the leaves the trees fall off.

**DAY 4**
These story amazing is. First, he tried to rescue mandy. But the dragon nasty was.

**DAY 5**
After we swam some more. It was time to rest.
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DAY 1
John felt a extremely sharp pain in his leg. He sat down on a ground. Since it was so painful.

DAY 2
Reese went to a school where she learned about art after school. She made a decision to became a painter!

DAY 3
My friend wanted me to go to the park with him. When he finished, his homework.

DAY 4
I was angry for lying to me with him. He apologized so I was still mad.

DAY 5
After they finished their chores. Alexis and Matt rode they’re bicycles.
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DAY 1
We go to the Library every Monday. I always read many books. Do you like to read?

DAY 2
How do you like the newer of the three books? We read the simplest of the two.

DAY 3
Sue is happier than everyone else. Because she earned the higher grade in the class.

DAY 4
If you disconnect the faster computer, students will use the other three. The slower computer was the cheaper of all four.

DAY 5
The funniest clown danced around the others. Then he saw Miss Brown and said hello. No one was funniest.
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**DAY 1**
I am happiest flying in a balloon than riding in a car. Balloons feel the lightest of the two.

**DAY 2**
The bright day looked beautifuller from high in the sky. This was the most pretty view I’d ever seen.

**DAY 3**
The more higher the balloon went, the amazinger the view was. The most excitingest part was still to come!

**DAY 4**
The wind carried us high up, more high than I’d been before suddenly it was time to land. The time went by more faster than I realized.

**DAY 5**
Landing is more hard than it looks. Even though it was the most trickiest part of the trip, I enjoyed it the most.
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**DAY 1**
Anna climbed the tree so that she could see the most beautifullest view of the sea. From the tree, she had a gooder view of the water than from her porch.

**DAY 2**
Phillip had the better view of the stars in the sky. But he had the worser view of the park across the street.

**DAY 3**
The worse thing was that no one believed her. Her family and friends thought she must have had a badder dream. But Rosa knew that what she saw was worst than any dream.

**DAY 4**
Doing homework got best for Jack after his brother helped him. Soon he was getting the bestest grades.

**DAY 5**
Sasha had the more fun writing a story about a monster. She was worried, though, that people would think it was a worse story.
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DAY 1
A car mechanic's work was going bad but then he was suddenly surprised by a lot of business.

DAY 2
Andy, the mechanic, hired new workers swift. They worked slow, but they were smart.

DAY 3
The helpers served Andy good. He was sick, but felt good enough to help out at the garage.

DAY 4
After three days, they repaired twenty cars perfect. They worked quick.

DAY 5
Andy now had a greatly business. The new workers were doing nice, and business did not go slow for many months.
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**DAY 1**
Uncle Howie is not a well driver. He drives crazy, mostly because he forgets to read the road signs.

**DAY 2**
Tommy studied the map most carefully than Will. “Try more harder, Will.” Tommy said “I just work more different.”

**DAY 3**
Ellie grumbled more loudlier when they missed the turn again. She said, “I’m driving blindlier than a person who can’t see.”

**DAY 4**
Marnie told Keisha, “Jose can put up that tent more quicklier than you can.” Keisha’s hammer swung more closer to his knee than to the tent spike.

**DAY 5**
Robbie realized that they should have left home more earlier. Thomas said, “I am more hungier than you.”
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DAY 1
Helium is more lighter than air hotair balloons use helium to fly. Who is the more successful balloonist.

DAY 2
is our trip today. We don't know nobody who is going. Mr. rico could not be no more helpful.

DAY 3
We didn't go to the library to get no books. why don't we go now,

DAY 4
Reading four books isn't no problem for george. He love to read Science books. He even learned about gigantic oshun waves.

DAY 5
Jamie spilled sereal on his cloths. He don't never usually do that. Even if he is only a toddler.
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**DAY 1**
Many foods were common of the world the late 1700s. People watched them from excitement.

**DAY 2**
Two hundred years ago, no one had even dreamed for so much variety. Explorers of all over traded foods.

**DAY 3**
My mom finds new foods for my sister and I to try. I must of tried a hundred foods.

**DAY 4**
From bread to vegetables I’ve tried everything even spinach

**DAY 5**
when I get home at school I enjoy eating unusual snacks.
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DAY 1
Ashley lives on a farm. The farm was large.

DAY 2
Regis received a bicycle. He received it for his birthday. It came with a bell. The bell was shiny.

DAY 3
Miss Phillips delivers the mail. The mail comes every day. She delivers it to houses.

DAY 4
Zachary collected coins from Europe. He collected them before the currency changed.

DAY 5
Brenda swam in a big lake. The lake was far from her home.